
Discover Antarctica in ultra-luxury on a 
Scenic Eclipse Expedition Voyage

Experience the voyage of a lifetime in Antarctica - a world of exquisite natural beauty, where
wildlife is abundant and brings awe-inspiring moments each day. Purpose-built to the highest
standards to operate in some of the most extreme environments on Earth, Scenic Eclipse, The
World's First Discovery Yachts™, blends state-of-the-art technology with 6-star ultra-luxury for
unrivaled exploration.

Whether you’re interested in diving, discovering nature and gorgeous beaches or exploring
towns where Latin and creole cultures have peacefully coexisted and intermingled over several
centuries, you’re sure to find your perfect spot in the Caribbean. Snorkel in the remarkable
coral reefs and watch endemic species swimming peacefully in the clear, calm waters.

Why Scenic to the Antarctic?

Redefining Polar Exploration
Combining the sleek sophistication of a superyacht with industry-leading technology, Scenic
Eclipse has unrestricted global navigation, taking you further than ever before. With a Polar
Class 6 rating, GPS dynamic positioning, advanced propulsion systems and customized
stabilizers (50% larger than other ships), a strengthened hull, forward bow thrusters and an
electronic Azipod propulsion system, Scenic Eclipse enables comfortable and smooth sailing
through the roughest of waters, so you can relax and enjoy every step of your journey.

With various different ways to explore the exquisite natural beauty and abundant wildlife of
Antarctica, we have defined our voyages into four different categories, making it easier for
you to understand and select your perfect expedition experience. More than a 6-star, truly all-
inclusive journey, a Scenic Eclipse expedition voyage in Antarctica is your opportunity to
explore this majestic destination your way. 

Immersive Onshore Experiences
Our specially curated Discovery Excursions take you behind the scenes in spectacular
locations. Take our kayaks for a paddle around blue-tinged icebergs and observe minke,
humpback and killer whales up close during our Antarctica voyages. Or visit the final resting
place of Ernest Shackleton in Grytviken, whilst exploring South Georgia.

Truly All-Inclusive Ultra-Luxury
Catering for only up to 200 guests with a close to 1:1 staff-to-guest ratio ultra-luxury abounds
on your intimate cruising experience. Gaze out at the expansive Antarctic coastline from the
privacy of your Verandah Suite and indulge in the dedicated services of your Butler. Enjoy a
wealth of indoor and outdoor spaces, up to 10 dining experiences, nine bars and lounges and
the indulgent Senses Spa.

Expert Discovery Team
Comprising up to 20 members, your Discovery Team are experts in their fields. From historians
to geologists, your team will lead unique wildlife encounters via Zodiac and kayak, as well as
guided ice walks in Antarctica and education sessions in the on board theater. Once-in-a-
lifetime experiences that will live long in the memory.

EXPEDITION CRUISING
ON A SCENIC LUXURY YACHT



Up to 200 guests on board to maximize landings in Antarctica
Up to 20-member Specialist Polar Discovery Team 
Engaging lectures and education program with on board experts Scenic Discovery
excursions by Zodiac 
Full kayak program and stand-up paddle boarding 
Complimentary expedition parka, water bottle plus use of special polar boots

 

Scenic Eclipse Helicopter
Our state-of-the-art helicopters are some of the quietest in the sy, with outstanding visibility.
During your flight, outstanding visibility is provided by the large wrap-around windscreen and
wide windows. Those facing forward will have incredible views, as will those seated in the rear
position, thanks to a raised 'theater-style' platform. Your enjoyment and comfort is our number
one priority on our helicopter excursions.

To ensure the safety of our guests our helicopters are also equipped with GPS tracking, an
active air traffic advisory system, Bluetooth air to ship communication and wire strike
protection. 

Scenic Neptune Submarine
Redefining underwater exploration, Scenic Neptune effortlessly explores crystal clear waters,
providing you with one of the most luxurious underwater experiences. 

Gasp at fascinating marine life, marvel at vibrant coral reef and inspect mysterious
underwater ruin - the possibilities are endless.  With seats mounted on revolving platforms,
guests can swivel 280 degrees to view in all directions through the two large, ultra-clear
acrylic spheres of the submarine. You'll never miss a moment on your voyage under the sea.

Scenic Neptune is a U-Boat Worx Cruise Submarine 7 capable of diving up to a depth of 984
ft, with spacious seating for up to six guests, plus our expert pilot. Custom-built for optimal
sightseeing, an excursion under the ocean will be truly unforgettable.

Watersports
Kayaks, zodiacs, stand-up paddleboards and more are all available to launch directly from the
the Scenic Eclipse.

Scenic Expedition Voyages
Unrivaled exploration of extraordinary lands with:

Tailored on Shore Experiences
Scenic Eclipse offers truly all-inclusive curated Scenic Enrich experiences taking you behind
the scenes in the most spectacular surrounds with private access and immersive moments.
Scenic Freechoice activities are meticulously curated to cater to all interests and fitness
levels, including experienced guided walking and bike tours. From a relaxed to active pace,
there’s something for everyone.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES ON 
SCENIC ECLIPSE 


